Ready for a Do It Yourself project? Check this out...

**Vintage Plate DIY Cake Stand**

Recycle vintage plates into a brand-new piece of décor with this crafting idea. Ideal for a fancy party like a baby shower or DIY wedding shower, this Vintage Plate DIY Cake Stand is insanely simple to make and only takes a few minutes to put together. Using candlesticks and stunning plates of your choice, you can make this homemade cake stand permanent or temporary depending on which adhesive you choose. Make this DIY home décor piece a forever favorite with high-intensity super glue or throw together some temporary, last-minute décor by using hot glue sticks.

**Materials List**
- Vintage dishes
- Candlesticks
- Hot glue (temporary) or high-intensity glue (permanent)

**Instructions**
1. Stack two complimentary plates, one a bit smaller than the other – secure with the glue of your choice.

2. Turn the plates over and add glue them to the candlestick – allow the glue to dry.